
Benefits of May Mobility Autonomous Vehicles

Autonomous Mobility
About May Mobility
We help communities of all kinds solve their toughest transportation challenges with first- and
last-mile on demand and circulator services. Our autonomous vehicles offer a path to integrated
operations that fill transit gaps, grow ridership and increase revenue.

Flexible Service
Delivery
Turn-key, in-house, or third-
party operations: whichever
is right for you, we provide
FMVSS-compliant vehicles
operating on public roads
with support, maintenance
and community engagement
to integrate into your larger
transit network.

Our accessible vehicles
are fitted with ADA-
compliant wheelchair
ramps. Additionally, we
work with seniors and
individuals with
disabilities to ensure their
needs are met and their
voices are heard.

Accessible and
Equitable

May Mobility collaborates with organizations and communities to address the
transportation gaps you're facing with an autonomous vehicle solution. Together,
we are able to transform your transportation by designing efficient, innovative and
accessible solutions to tackle your challenges. We welcome the opportunity to
explore how an autonomous vehicle from May Mobility can work for you.

How May Mobility Works

Working in
Partnership
Transportation touches
everyone. We’re happy
to work with your
partners, various
departments, and users
to ensure your AV
services are well
connected, meet your
needs and have growing
usage.

Extensive Safety
Throughout
Our vehicles’ safety
features include a robust
fallback safety system,
active monitoring, vehicle
guidance (tele-assist), a
suite of redundant systems
and more.

Addressing Your Unique Challenges
Providing efficient and convenient transportation options for riders to nearby points

of interest, including last-mile connectivity to public transportation hubs

Enhancing accessibility for riders with mobility limitations and supporting

disadvantaged communities

Reducing traffic congestion and parking shortages with shared autonomous service

Giving your workforce and community a competitive advantage by adopting

innovative transportation

Helping you meet your environmental and sustainability goals
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